CHANGE YOUR
BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

DAILY
THE VAN THAT WILL CHANGE
YOUR BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE
Once again, the Daily is ahead of the pack, anticipating your needs to future-proof
your business. The Daily has undergone a revolutionary evolution that will change
your business perspective for ever.
The Daily is designed to help you operate your business sustainably and achieve
a healthy bottom line.
In a fast-changing world where automation plays an increasing role, the Daily
makes great progress on the path towards autonomous driving and in enhanced
safety features.
The Daily is a driver’s van: when you spend the majority of your working day behind
the wheel, you want your on-board living conditions and driving experience to be
second to none. Throughout its 40-year history, the Daily has continuously made
advances to always provide a first-class environment. True to its heritage, it raises
your living and driving experience to the highest levels in the industry.
The Daily embraces Connectivity to unlock a whole new world of highly personalised
services precisely tailored to match your use of the vehicle and your requirements.
It truly is your complete transport solution, custom-made for your business.
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SUSTAINABILITY
AND PROFITABILITY
Up to 10% reduction in fuel consumption.
Up to 10% reduction in maintenance costs.
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RUN YOUR BUSINESS
WITH POWER AND EFFICIENCY
The Daily’s focus on efficiency delivers a further step towards zero-carbon transport hand in hand with fuel economy that will
benefit your bottom line and the top-class performance you need to complete your mission effectively. Design improvements
and longer oil change intervals will reduce your maintenance costs, adding to your profitability.

TOP PERFORMANCE IN EVERY MISSION
True to its heritage, the Daily is the only vehicle in its segment to offer two engines optimised for top performance in every mission:
the 2.3-litre F1A engine, now available in both light- and heavy-duty homologation with rated power ranging from 116 to 156 hp,
and the 3.0-litre heavy-duty F1C engine, offered in 3 different power ratings with increased performance from 160** up to 210 hp.
The 3.0-litre engine is also available in a Compressed Natural Gas version, which results in a clean-running and remarkably quiet vehicle.
Always at the forefront of the industry, the Daily once again takes the lead as the first vehicle in its segment to introduce an engine
that complies with Euro 6D / Temp (WLTP & RDE) and Euro VID emissions standards.

2.3-litre F1A diesel engine with SCR

3.0-litre F1C diesel engine with SCR

3.0-litre F1C Compressed Natural Gas engine

2.3-litre F1A engine
Euro 6D
Light Duty
COMMERCIAL NAME
POWER (hp)
TORQUE (Nm)
TURBO
GEARBOX

120
116 (86 kW)
320

140

3.0-litre F1C engine
Euro VID
Heavy Duty

160

140

160

Euro VID
Heavy Duty
CNG ***

Euro VID
Heavy Duty
160

180

210

136 (101 kW) 156 (116 kW) 136 (101 kW) 156 (116 kW) 160** (119 kW) 180 (134 kW) 210 (156 kW)
350

380*

350

380*

NP
136 NP (101 kW)

380

430

470

350

e-VGT

e-VGT

VGT

VGT

e-VGT

WG

MANUAL

HI-MATIC / MANUAL

MANUAL

HI-MATIC /
MANUAL

HI-MATIC

HI-MATIC / MANUAL

*
350 Nm with Manual Transmission   ** Only Chassis Cab Version   *** Compressed Natural Gas
e-VGT: Electronic Variable Geometry Turbocharger; VGT: Variable Geometry Turbocharger; WG: WasteGate

UP TO 10% FUEL SAVINGS WITH THE DAILY’S HIGH-EFFICIENCY FEATURES
The Daily’s engines stand out for their fuel economy, achieved through a host of new features such as the Start & Stop system,
now available on all models with the 2.3-litre engine, the Electronic Controlled Variable Geometry Turbine, which is more responsive
and efficient, the exclusive Class A Super Eco Low Rolling tyres specifically designed for the Daily and the new 220 A (12 V) alternator.
UP TO 10% SAVINGS IN MAINTENANCE COSTS
Constant innovations and longer oil change intervals deliver significant savings of up to 10% in maintenance costs in urban missions.
In addition, the bigger oil sump designed for long distance missions extends service intervals from 50,000 to 60,000 km.
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ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE
The Daily’s exclusive HI-MATIC 8-speed automatic transmission is available
across the range, delivering all the benefits of comfort, safety, fuel economy
and performance.
You can also enjoy all these advantages, together with the sustainability
and low TCO of IVECO’s Natural Power technology.
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ASSISTED
DRIVING AND SAFETY
Up to 38% accident reduction in urban context
with the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems.*

*
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Source: United Nations Economic Commission
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ENJOY SAFE, STRESS-FREE DRIVING
The Daily makes significant advances on the path towards autonomous driving and safety with the introduction of a complete
set of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. These advanced technologies are at your service: they enable you to fully focus
on your job, which requires an increasing degree of multitasking, in full safety. They reduce the risk of accidents on motorways
and busy city streets, help you in tricky situations and take the stress away in heavy traffic – to the benefit of your quality of life
on board and of your business.

AVOID COLLISIONS WITH AEBS AND CITY BRAKE PRO
The Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS) helps keep you safe
by detecting a potential collision ahead and braking autonomously. It prevents
collisions at speeds below 50 km/h, and drastically mitigates the damage
at greater speeds. In busy traffic, the City Brake PRO, will help you to avoid
also collisions at speeds as low as 5 km/h. Both systems offer three settings,
which can be selected by the driver on the steering menu. Fleet Managers
have the option to set and lock the function’s settings.

STRESS-FREE IN HEAVY TRAFFIC CONGESTION
In rush hour congestion, you can activate Queue Assist at the touch of a button,
set the safety distance you want to keep, and the Daily will stop when the car
ahead stops. When the car moves off, a light touch on the accelerator will get
your Daily going again. Rush hour stress will be a thing of the past!

CRUISE SAFELY ON THE MOTORWAY
It can be difficult to stay alert during long drives on motorways; Adaptive
Cruise Control helps you stay safe. You set your cruising speed and minimum
distance from the vehicle ahead. If the vehicle in front slows down, the system
reacts and autonomously reduces your speed to maintain the safety distance
until the other vehicle moves away or speeds up.

ALWAYS STAY IN YOUR LANE
The Daily also helps you stay in your lane with the Proactive Lane
Keeping Assist system, which gently steers you back to the centre of
the lane if you drift out. You can set the distance you wish to keep from
the painted lane marking and the stroke intensity on the steering system.

STABLE IN CROSSWINDS
Strong winds when driving on a bridge or overtaking heavy trucks are no
challenge with the Daily’s Crosswind Assist, which stabilises the vehicle
against a powerful gust of side wind. The sensors activate the brakes on the
side of the vehicle hit by the wind, ensuring its stability and your safety.

DRIVE SAFELY DOWN STEEP SLOPES
Driving a loaded van down a long, steep slope can be daunting, but with
the Daily you won’t think twice about it. It is the only van in the market
with Hill Descent Control (HDC) on Rear Wheel Drive, that mantains
a steady speed by autonomously operating the brakes, helping you drive
downhill slowly and safely.

GET A GRIP
Slippery surfaces such as mud, sand or snow are no challenge for the Daily:
Traction Plus is activated at the push of a button and will keep a firm grip
in all conditions, helping you in difficult situations. It is available on the Rear
Wheel Drive – a first in the industry for this type of vehicle.
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ON-BOARD LIVING
AND DRIVING EXPERIENCE
70% steering effort reduction with the new Electric Power
Steering and City Mode.
15% better visibility and obstacle perception with LED lights.
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EASY, CLEAR INTERACTION
The new high-resolution colour display cluster provides a
user-friendly, intuitive interface that makes it extremely easy to
interact with your Daily and access in real time all the key settings
and information you need to get the best from your vehicle.
SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY
WITH REAL-TIME TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING
The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System displays the pressure of each
tyre in real time on the cluster, so you can ensure your Daily is always
running on optimal tyre pressure. This not only results in safer driving,
but also helps you reduce your fuel consumption. The Daily is the first
van to offer this feature for both single and twin-wheel models.

HI-CONNECT: THE NEW INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM
The Daily features a new infotainment system with a 7’’ screen,
DAB radio, Driving Style Evaluation, voice recognition and rear
camera display. You can also mirror your device with Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto™ and enjoy your apps in full safety.

TECHNOLOGY AT YOUR SERVICE
The Daily uses technology to provide a superior driving experience and the perfect working environment.
Life on board is easier, more comfor table and more productive than ever.

SMOOTH, EFFORTLESSLY MANOEUVRABLE
The new Electric Power Steering is very precise and reactive to
the driver’s inputs, reducing the steering effort and providing
a smooth driving experience. It also damps vibration and
compensates for drift and wheel unbalances, resulting in a feeling of
great stability and control.
You can also activate the unique City Mode feature with the touch of
a button to further reduce the effort required to steer by as much as
70% and enjoy ultimate driving pleasure even in busy city centre streets.

SUPERIOR DRIVING COMFORT AND ERGONOMICS
The Daily’s entire steering system has been redesigned to give you
the on-board living experience of a passenger car. You can make
both axial and angular adjustments to the steering wheel and set
up the perfect driving position for better comfort and ergonomics.
The smaller, leather multifunctional steering wheel puts a wide range
of controls at your fingertips and leaves more leg room, adding to
your overall comfort.
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HI-CONNECT WITH TOMTOM® NAVIGATION PACK
Enjoy the multiple services included in the Navigation Pack:
Live Traffic. Receive traffic information in real time with slowdowns
and their cause.
Speed limits warnings. Speed limit indicated with a yellow icon if
the limit is exceeded by less than 5 km/h, red icon if more than 5 km/h.
Speed Cameras. Tutors, fixed speed cameras, speed control zones,
traffic light and ZTL cameras indicated on the sidebar.
Navigation for Trucks. Choose the best route based on vehicle size
or circulation limits due to GVW.
Voice commands. Give navigation commands using the button on
the steering wheel.
Points of interest. Manage and save your GPS position and favorites
locations.

HIGH VISIBILITY LED
The new full LED lights significantly improve visibility and obstacle
perception by 15% with a much sharper beam that carries further.
While making a strong design statement you will also enjoy savings
on your Total Cost of Ownership, as the LED lights have an
extremely long life. No distractions, no effort.

PARKING COMFORT AND EFFICIENCY

The new Electric Parking Brake automatically engages when
parked and disengages when you are ready to drive away.
In urban multi-stop missions such as parcel delivery, you dont have
to waste time engaging and disengaging the brake. This not only will
reduce arm fatigue and discomfor t from repetitive movements, it
will also improve your productivity. You can save up to 5 hours a
month, a definite benefit for your profitability. Eliminating the hand
brake lever frees up space in the cabin so you can move across
more comfor tably.
15

ENHANCED CONNECTIVITY
AND SERVICES
More uptime with proactive services.
Optimised efficiency with vehicle status monitoring
and Driving Style Evaluation.
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ENTER THE DAILY’S CONNECTED
WORLD OF SERVICES WITH IVECO ON
On the Daily, connectivity is much more than using your mobile device onboard. It is the enabler of a whole range of services
that allows us to support your business more proactively and effectively, minimising stoppages and maximising your productivity.
IVECO ON is the new world of integrated services and transpor t solution that will deliver real benefits for your business: save
money, improve your performance and simplify your work.
IMPROVED UPTIME
The Daily’s connectivity will increase your time on the road by putting the vehicle in direct contact with the IVECO Control Room,
where a dedicated team of IVECO specialists receives real-time data directly from your Daily and monitors them constantly.
They can conduct diagnostics remotely and update your vehicle’s software with no downtime. They can identify issues before
they occur and take preventive actions – in some cases they can
even resolve them remotely, keeping your vehicle running
without stoppages.
The precise real-time information on the use of your Daily also
enables us to plan maintenance and service interventions more
efficiently, optimizing the number of visits to your IVECO workshop.
With this one-stop approach your Daily will spend more time on
the road,working for you.
Furthermore all the data from your Daily gives us a precise and
complete picture of the vehicle’s use. This enables us to develop
tailor-made service offers and financial solutions that take into
consideration the fluctuations that every business may experience.

OPTIMISE YOUR DAILY’S EFFICIENCY
As a connected customer, you can manage your vehicle in real time through
IVECO ON which puts you in contact with your Daily while sitting at your
desk on the customer portal or on the move on your mobile device with the
IVECO ON app.
You can monitor your vehicle continuously, analyse its performance, fuel
consumption, and your driver’s driving style, and plan the vehicle’s service
interventions to push your fleet’s efficiency to its maximum.
Your Daily will also regularly send you a Smart Report on its performance
and fuel consumption, with tips and suggestions on how you can improve
the driving style to take good care of the vehicle and save fuel.
FLEET MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
The Daily offers a comprehensive Fleet Management Solution that will enable
you to reduce expenses with better vehicle tracking, fleet utilisation, driver
behaviour, advanced engine diagnostics and real-time mileage reporting.
If you already have your own Fleet Management system, the Daily’s connectivity
will provide you with all the data through its Web API interface, which will
ensure your vehicle interacts seamlessly with your system.
IVECO ON DAILY BUSINESS UP™:
YOUR DRIVER AND BUSINESS ASSISTANT
DAILY BUSINESS UP™ is the simple way to keep your business connected.
Once you’ve downloaded the DAILY BUSINESS UP™ on your device and
paired it with the DAB radio, you can enjoy the features that will help you
improve your productivity and efficiency.
DAILY BUSINESS UP™ is your driver assistant through features such as Driving
Style Evaluation, and is your business assistant organizing your fleet maintenance
and monitoring performances on the IVECO ON customer portal.
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THE DAILY GETS THE JOB DONE WITH STYLE
The Daily has always been popular for its looks – but with the Daily, design always goes hand in hand with function. It has been
designed with attention to detail, and every element serves a purpose. With your Daily, you go about your business, completing
your mission efficiently and profitably!

STYLISH AND FUNCTIONAL DASHBOARD
The elegant dashboard with its sweeping lines and the new highresolution colour display cluster and the HI-CONNECT multifunctional
screen positioned at the centre puts all the information and controls
you need within easy reach.
HI-CONNECT
The new HI-CONNECT infotainment with 7”screen makes it easy
to mirror your device with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto™ and
bring your digital life on board.
HIGH VISIBILITY LED
The new full LED lights make a strong design statement while
significantly improving visibility, with a sharper beam that carries
fur ther. You will also enjoy savings on your Total Cost of Ownership,
as the LED lights have an extremely long life.
COST-SAVING DESIGN: 3-PIECE BUMPER
Bumpers are easily damaged on urban missions and in busy traffic, and
the cost of repairing them can build up. The modular 3-piece design
means that you don’t always have to replace the entire bumper:
in 90% of cases only the damaged section is replaced, with consequent
significant savings on repair costs.
NEW FRONT GRILLE
The new, wider front grille increases ventilation while protecting the
engine and radiator. The new hot stamping process makes it tough
and extremely durable.
MORE PAYLOAD WITH STYLE
The new alloy wheels not only look good: they are so light, they will
help increase the useful load by 10 kg on single wheel models.
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POWER YOUR MISSION

ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES

TOP-NOTCH ENGINES TO UNLEASH YOUR TALENT

A DAILY VAN FOR BOUNDLESS AMBITIONS

PERFORM AT YOUR BEST
You can rely on the Daily to deliver all the power, traction, load carrying capacity and quick response you need to complete your
mission efficiently – all this with excellent fuel economy and low total cost of ownership.

FULFILL YOUR AMBITIONS
The Daily is the most versatile vehicle in its class. Its extensive model line-up and bodywork options open up a wealth of opportunities:
whatever your mission – be it urban multi-stop deliveries such as parcel or courier service, or heavier transport missions like moving
furniture – you can find and customise the Daily to perfectly match your operational and business requirements.

CHOOSE YOUR PERFORMANCE
The wide engine line-up, with maximum power ranging from 116 hp to 210 hp, means that you can choose the performance
that fits your mission best. The Daily offers two engines: the 2.3-litre F1A, which is now available in light- and heavy-duty homologation,
and the 3.0-litre heavy-duty F1C. If you are looking for absolute driving pleasure, the class-exclusive HI-MATIC transmission is
available across the range, and if you need a particularly quiet vehicle for urban missions, the Compressed Natural Gas powered
Daily HI-MATIC Natural Power is the solution for you.

THE PERFECT VAN FOR YOUR MISSION
The Daily offers the widest line-up in the industry – it is the only van that ranges from 3.3 tonnes all the way up to 7.0 tonnes of
gross vehicle weight, with cargo volumes from 7.3 m3 up to 19.6 m3. The Daily’s unique versatility means that, whatever your mission,
you will find the perfect van to fulfil the ambitions you have for your business.

F1A TORQUE RATINGS
500
450

F1C TORQUE RATINGS
F1C e-VGT 210

F1A e-VGT 140

450

F1C e-VGT 180

350
300
250

150

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

100

500

ENGINE SPEED (rpm)

e-VGT: Electronic Variable Geometry Turbocharger; VGT: Variable Geometry Turbocharger; WG: WasteGate; CNG: Compressed Natural Gas
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WINDOWED VAN

3.3 - 7 t

3.3 - 5.2 t

4.5 - 6.5 t

LOW ROOF (H1)

MEDIUM ROOF (H2)

HIGH ROOF (H3)

7.3 - 9 m3

10.8 - 17.5 m3

13.4 - 19.6 m3

GROSS VEHICLE
WEIGHT

250
200

1500

SEMI-WINDOWED VAN

300

150

1000

F1C WG 140 CNG

350

200

500

VAN

F1C VGT 160

400
TORQUE (Nm)

TORQUE (Nm)

F1A e-VGT 160

500

F1A e-VGT 120

400

100

EXTREME CUSTOMISATION
The Daily is designed and built to offer virtually endless bodywork options, making it easy to customise for your specific needs.
It is perfect for highly specialised and demanding adaptations, such as rescue vehicle or ambulance.

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

ENGINE SPEED (rpm)

3500

4000

CARGO VOLUME
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BORN TO BE TOUGH

BUILT TO LAST

NO ONE COMES EVEN CLOSE

DESIGNED TO DELIVER ENDURING VALUE

With the Daily you will get the most demanding jobs done faster and with fewer trips: you will save time and money – and reduce
your carbon footprint.

You can always rely on the Daily when you need its strength and power. It will carry the heaviest payloads and deliver its top-notch
performance day in day out, longer than any other van on the market.

Carry a bigger payload with the high-performance front suspension, which raises the maximum permissible load. You can count
on a front axle maximum load capacity of up to 1900 kg on the 3.5-tonne models featuring the lighter, strong QUAD-LEAF
suspension, or even higher, as much as 2700 kg, if you opt for a twin wheel model with the QUAD-TOR suspension.

Count on best-in-class performance for life with the Daily’s driveline. The advanced transmission ensures the high-efficiency
engine always runs at optimal speed, resulting in a long life of performing at its best.
Add value to your business with the Daily, which will reliably carry your big payloads, benefiting your bottom line with its excellent
fuel-efficiency and low TCO, right up to the end of its long life.
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DAILY HI-MATIC:
ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE
Choose from the extra wide engine offering. The Daily HI-MATIC offers an
extensive engine line up, with two displacements of 2.3 litres and 3.0 litres and
horsepower ranging from 136 to 210, providing a solution for every mission.
Sustainable driving pleasure powered by Natural Gas. The HI-MATIC
absolute driving pleasure is available across the Daily Natural Power range,
offering all the performance, efficiency and comfor t benefits of the Daily
HI-MATIC together with the sustainability and low TCO of IVECO’s Natural
Power technology.
Benefit from the Daily HI-MATIC’s exceptional fuel economy with a
choice of ECO and Power Modes and the Start & Stop feature, standard
on the 2.3-litre engine. The transmission’s self-adaptive shift strategy ensures
the correct gear is engaged smoothly in less than 200 milliseconds. The wide
ratio spread means the engine is always running in the optimal gear.

Drive in comfort with the first 8-speed automatic gearbox. Drive safely as you stay focused on the traffic and driving conditions
with the ergonomic multifunctional shift lever, and enjoy absolute driving pleasure.
Enjoy the legendary durability and reliability of the Daily with a solution that procects the engine and the driveline reducing
maintenance requirements.
Power your business with best-in-class performance. At the top of the range, the Daily HI-MATIC with the 3.0-litre F1C
engine delivers a powerful 210 hp with 470 Nm torque. This best-in-class performance, coupled with the record gross weight
of 7.0 tonnes, makes the Daily HI-MATIC the best solution for the most demanding missions.
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DAILY BLUE POWER:
SUSTAINABILITY CHAMPION
ENJOY UNLIMITED URBAN DELIVERIES
The Daily Blue Power provides the answer for your green transpor t requirements. It is the perfect vehicle for urban and
suburban missions, offering a choice of sustainable technologies that give you access to city centres free from the constraints
of environmental regulations.

DAILY HI-MATIC NATURAL POWER:
SUSTAINABILITY & ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE
HI-MATIC COMFORT AND SAFETY
Drive in comfort and safety with the Daily HI-MATIC Natural Power, the first Natural Gas-powered
vehicle in its class with an 8-speed automatic gearbox.
UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE
You can count on the powerful and responsive performance of the 3.0-litre CNG engine, equal to its
diesel equivalent. With 136 hp and best-in-class 350 Nm torque, you can tackle all missions.
OUTSTANDING FUEL ECONOMY
The HI-MATIC transmission and Natural Power engine push the boundaries of fuel economy.
When you factor in the lower pump price of CNG in many countries, you will save up to 35%
compared to diesel.
CLOSE TO ZERO CO2 EMISSIONS
The HI-MATIC teamed up with the Natural Power engine cuts CO2 emissions by up to 5% compared
to diesel in real driving conditions in an urban context; with biomethane, by up to 95% - very close
to zero emissions.

DAILY ELECTRIC:
ZERO EMISSION LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
200 km AUTONOMY
The flexible battery configuration combined with efficiency features including EcoPower mode and
regenerating braking strategies deliver an exceptional range of up to 200 km in real urban conditions.

POWER
NATURAL POWER

136 hp

ELECTRIC

80 kW

HI-MATIC

VAN
Single wheel
35S

–

2-HOUR FAST CHARGING MODE
Charging your Daily Electric is as fast as 2 hours in Fast Charging mode on public and private
charging points, and you can do it wherever you are with the patented Flexible Charging Modes
and unique electrical vehicle inlet and connector.

–

MINIBUS

Twin wheel
35C

40C
45C

50C

65C

70C

50C

50C
50C

Available

– Not available

ZERO EMISSIONS
The Daily Electric is a unique vehicle offering zero-emissions traction and the widest line-up in
the industry.
UNLIMITED DAY AND NIGHT DELIVERY
Enjoy the full potential of the Daily Electric in cities with the strictest traffic and noise limitations,
with its zero emissions and silent operation.
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DAILY AT A GLANCE
RUN YOUR BUSINESS WITH POWER AND EFFICIENCY

POWER YOUR MISSIONS

- Choose the right engine for your mission from the extensive powertrain line-up
with 2.3-litre and 3.0-litre displacements
- Save up to 10% fuel with the Daily’s efficiency enhancing features: new electronically controlled variable
geometry turbine, new alternator, Start & Stop system and Super Eco Tyres
- Save up to 10% in maintenance costs in urban missions thanks to constant innovations
and longer oil change intervals
- Enjoy a performance equivalent to a diesel engine with the clean and quiet running of the Daily Natural Power

- Choose the performance you need for your business from the extensive line-up, with two engines;
the 2.3-litre F1A available in light- and heavy-duty homologation, and the heavy-duty 3.0-litre F1C
- Take advantage of the broad range of power ratings, from 116 to 210 hp, and torque from 320 to 470 Nm
- Choose the Daily HI-MATIC Natural Power if you need a super-quiet, low-emissions vehicle
for urban missions

ENJOY SAFE, STRESS-FREE DRIVING

ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES

- Avoid collisions with AEBS and City Brake PRO, on motorways and busy city centre traffic
- Activate Queue Assist in rush hour congestion and the Daily will automatically come to a standstill and restart
following the queue
- Cruise safely on motorways as Adaptive Cruise Control takes care of keeping your safety distance from
the vehicle ahead and Proactive Lane Keeping Assist helps you stay in your lane
- Drive safely and steady down steep slopes with the help of Hill Descent Control
- Have the right grip on slippery surfaces with Traction Plus
- Stabilize your Daily against gusts of wind with Crosswind Assist
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- Whatever your mission, you will find the perfect Daily for your business, with the widest line-up in the industry:
from 3.3 to 7.0 tonnes GVW and cargo volumes from 7.3 to 19.6 m3
- Customise your Daily from the virtually endless availability of bodywork solutions
- Select the version that satisfies your transport requirements: panel van, semi-windowed and windowed van

ENTER THE DAILY’S CONNECTED WORLD OF SERVICES

BORN TO BE TOUGH

- Embrace the Daily’s connectivity and keep your vehicle on the road with our proactive
approach to maintenance
- Take full advantage of the dedicated team of IVECO experts who can conduct remote
diagnostics and assistance
- Optimize your performance and fuel efficiency with MYDAILY, your Web Portal, now also on your mobile
- Manage your fleet in real time with the comprehensive offer of Fleet Management Solutions offer
- Connect with your Daily with ease through the DAILY BUSINESS UP™ and improve
your productivity and efficiency

- Load your Daily to its maximum capacity and get the most demanding jobs done faster and with fewer
trips – day after day, year after year
- Count on a front axle maximum load capacity as high as 2700 kg on the 7.0-tonne model with the
QUAD-TOR suspension

TECHNOLOGY AT YOUR SERVICE

BUILT TO LAST

- Experience the Daily’s smooth, effortless manoeuvrability with the new Electric Power Steering
- Activate City Mode in urban situations to further reduce the steering effort by up to 70%
- Manage all the information and key settings you need through the new user-friendly
high-resolution colour display cluster
- Drive safely and save fuel with the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System
- Park effortlessly with the new automatic Electric Parking Brake
- Enjoy your digital life and infotainment on the HI-CONNECT 7” screen

- Rely on your Daily to deliver all the strength and power you need to carry the heaviest payloads, keeping up its
top-notch performance day in day out throughout its long lifespan
- Count on the long life of the driveline, ensured by the advanced transmission and reliable engine that always runs
at optimal speed
- Add value to your business with the Daily, which will carry big payloads benefiting your profitability with
its fuel efficiency and low TCO
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CREWVAN: YOUR TEAM, YOUR JOB

4X4: DELIVERY ON ALL TERRAINS

The Daily CrewVan is the ideal solution for transpor ting people and cargo safely, comfor tably and efficiently. You can
choose a three or a four seater bench, which is equipped with 3-point safety belts and functional headrests. The par tition
wall ensures that driver and passengers are protected from shifting cargo in case of emergency braking or accident.

READY FOR EVERY MISSION
The Daily 4x4 offers a full line-up of off-road and all-road vehicles with 5.5 and 7.0-tonne versions with spacious cargo volumes
ranging from 9 to 18 m3 for the single wheel off-road and from 16 to 18 m3 for the twin wheel all-road.
UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE
The 3.0-litre 180 hp will take you to your destination, even the most difficult to reach. You can enjoy on all terrains the absolute
driving pleasure of the HI-MATIC 8-speed automatic transmission.
TAKING YOU EVERYWHERE
All-road twin wheel versions and off-road single wheel versions ranging up to 7.0-tonne Gross Vehicle Weight.
SAFETY EVERYWHERE
With all the safety features, such as the all disk brakes with ABS (Anti-lock Braking System) and ESP (Electronic Stability Programme)
specifically developed for the Daily 4x4, you will be perfectly safe even in the remotest locations.

The Daily CrewVan benefits from additional storage in the headliner at the front of the cabin and multiple easily accessible storage
compartments in the bench and in the sidewall. The cargo space is optimized to meet the requirements of every mission and
features a practical loading space under the bench to transport heavy and long items.
The Daily CrewVan is available in 3.5-ton GVW version, single or twin wheel, and with a choice of right-hand or double sliding
doors.
WHEELBASE (mm)

3520

3520L

4100

4100L

Cargo length from headrest (mm)

2050

2455

3620

3990

Cargo length from under seats (mm)

2555

2960

4125

4495

H2

ROOF
Height (mm)

1900

THE ABSOLUTE DRIVING PLEASURE
Thanks to its double low ratios the Daily 4x4 is available
with 12 forward gears with manual transmission and with
16 forward gears with the HI-MATIC transmission. Gaining
unlimited climbing ability while maintaining maximum comfort.
You can easily engage the low speed ratio by activating
the ergonomic button on the dashboard.

MINIBUS: TRAVEL IN STYLE
The Daily Minibus combines all the latest advantages of the Daily from the advanced connectivity and assisted driving
features to the class-exclusive HI-MATIC automatic gearbox with the optimised Total Cost of Ownership, reliability and
versatility that are the hallmark of this vehicle family.

Ratio for Manual and Automatic gearbox
- Normal Ratio 1:0.9
- Low Ratio 1:2.15

UNLIMITED VERSATILITY
The extensive line up of the Daily Minibus, which can carry up
to 22 passengers, means there is a model for every people
transport mission:

DIFFERENTIAL LOCKS
The Daily 4x4 ensures perfect traction in every situation with
3 locking differentials in the front and rear axles, and a central
one on the transfer box. The differentials can be locked and
unlocked with the ergonomic switches on the dashboard.

- Tourist mission for travelling with comfort and style
- Intercity mission with a category-leading passenger capacity
- Shuttle buses for airport and hotel services
- School buses specifically designed for student transport
WHEELBASE (mm)
3595
BLUE POWER
MODELS
LENGTH (mm)
WHEELBASE (mm)
ENGINE
PASSENGERS CAPACITY
GEARBOX
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Start

Line

Tourys

Natural Power

6003 / 7168 / 7538

6003 / 7168 / 7538

7538

6003 / 7168 / 7538

3520L / 4100 / 4100L

3520L / 4100 / 4100L

4100L

3520L / 4100 / 4100L

150 hp - 180 hp - 210 hp Diesel

150 hp - 180 hp - 210 hp Diesel

180 hp - 210 hp Diesel

136 hp CNG

up to 21 passengers + hostess

up to 22 passengers + hostess

up to 22 passengers + hostess

up to 22 passengers + hostess

MANUAL / HI-MATIC

MANUAL / HI-MATIC

HI-MATIC

MANUAL / HI-MATIC

3595L
4175

H1 (1545 mm)

H2 (1900 mm)

H3 (2100 mm)

9 m3

10.8 m3

–

5.5 t / 7 t - Single Wheel

5.5 t / 7 t - Single Wheel

–

–

12 m

13.4 m3

–

5.5 t / 7 t - Single Wheel

5.5 t / 7 t - Single Wheel

–

16 m3

18 m3

–

5.5 t / 7 t - Single / Twin Wheel

5.5 t / 7 t - Single / Twin Wheel

3
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OPTION PACKS
CONFIGURE YOUR DAILY
Create the exact model you need for your business by picking the packs that meet your specific requirements from the three
categories, Equipment, Functional and Mission. In the Equipment category you can choose from the well-appointed Business pack all
the way up to the top-of-the-range Business Exclusive for the Daily HI-MATIC. Customise your Daily with the Winter, Hi-Drive or the
New Digital pack in the Functional category and the Delivery pack that best matches your mission.

EQUIPMENT
OPTION DESCRIPTION

MANUAL

HI-MATIC
BUSINESS
PREMIUM

BUSINESS

High-resolution colour display cluster

BUSINESS +

BUSINESS EXCLUSIVE

Standard

Standard

Digital DAB radio
USB plug charge
Manual air conditioning
Compressor air conditioning 170 cc
Heated electric mirrors
Suspended drivers seat with adjustable lumbar control
Cruise Control
Full LED headlights
Digital DAB radio with BUSINESS UP™
Tablet holder and USB plug charge
Auto controlled air conditioning
Dual seat bench with table
Textile foam headrests
Leather covered steering wheel
Fog lights

FUNCTIONAL
OPTION DESCRIPTION

MANUAL
WINTER

HI-DRIVE

HI-MATIC
DIGITAL

WINTER

HI-DRIVE

Standard

Standard

DIGITAL

Heated electric mirrors
Heated suspended drivers seat with adjustable lumbar control
Heated front seats
Heated windscreen
Heated blow by pipe
Traction plus and hill descent
High-resolution colour display cluster
Adaptive Cruise Control
Adaptive Cruise Control and Queue Assist
Lane departure warning and Proactive Lane Keeping Assist
AEBS and City Brake PRO
ESP system and crosswind
Electric parking brake
Automatic high beam control
Automatic wipers and headlights control
Tyre pressure monitoring system
Connectivity box
HI-Connect + Navigation
Third Stop + Spot + Camera
Open storage with inductive charge + USB (charge)
Led lights load compartment

MISSION VAN
OPTION DESCRIPTION

MANUAL / HI-MATIC
DELIVERY

270° Rear doors
Third stop and spot light
Spare wheel
Without inflation kit
Spare wheel carrier in load space
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OPTIONS
TAILOR YOUR DAILY TO FIT YOUR MISSION
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HI-CONNECT
Bring your digital life on board with Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto™, and enjoy your
apps on the user-friendly infotainment
system with 7” screen, DAB radio, navigation
system and much more.

CONNECTIVITY BOX
Keep your Daily on the road with remote
diagnostics, proactive maintenance and optimal
service planning. Access a world of new
services such as personalised maintenance
plans and vehicle data management through
MYDAILY web portal & App.

DAB RADIO
+ DAILY BUSINESS UP™
Enjoy all the DAB radio functionalities and
connect your smar tphone or tablet to the
vehicle to make the most of the DAILY
BUSINESS UP™.

AEBS AND CITY BRAKE PRO
The Advanced Emergency Braking System
detects the potential collision ahead and
brakes autonomously to prevent or mitigate
an impact. In busy city traffic, the City Brake
PRO helps you avoid low-speed collisions.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
AND QUEUE ASSIST
The ACC system maintains the cruising
speed and keeps a constant distance from
the vehicle in front. In city traffic, the Queue
Assist eliminates the stress from continuous
stop and start.

PROACTIVE LANE KEEPING ASSIST
The Proactive Lane Keeping Assist helps
the driver in keeping the vehicle in the line
by applying a stroke on the steering when
the vehicle involuntarily drift out.The distance
from the lane and the stroke intensity are
settable in the menu.

OPEN COMPARTMENT
WITH INDUCTIVE CHARGER
Ensure your mobile device always has a full
battery: place it on the useful inductive charger
next to your paperwork in the storage
compartment integrated in the dashboard.

TABLET HOLDER
The useful tablet holder on the dashboard
can safely keep in place mobile devices
of all sizes. It can also be used as a practical
clipboard to keep your paperwork in place.

ELECTRIC PARKING BRAKE
The new Electric Parking Brake automatically
engages when parked and disengages when
you are ready to drive away.
Get rid of the hand brake lever, free up space
and move across the cab easily.

REAR AIR SUSPENSION
If your mission requires intensive loading
and unloading activity, you will appreciate
the rear air suspension, which quickly
lowers and raises the loading bed so that you
won’t waste any time.

FULL LED HEADLIGHTS
The sharper beam of the LED lights carries
further, improving your visibility and obstacle
perception by 15%.
You will also save on maintenance as the LED
lights have extremely long life.

TYRE PRESSURE
MONITORING SYSTEM
The TPMS monitors the pressure of each
tyre in real time so they are always at optimal
level, improving your safety and fuel efficiency.
Available on both single and twin-wheel
models, a first in the industry.

AIR CONDITIONING WITH MANUAL
OR AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Maintain a pleasant temperature in the cab
with the Daily’s air conditioning system.
Choose from the efficient manual control or
the automatic climate control that optimises
the use of the compressor, reducing energy
consumption.

WEBASTO
INDEPENDENT HEATER
Cold starts are a thing of the past with the
Webasto independent heater: set the timer
to preheat the engine and the cab, and step
into your pleasantly warm Daily van when
you are ready to go.

LEATHER STEERING WHEEL
Enjoy the luxurious feel of the leather
steering wheel on your long days at work
with all the controls at your fingertips.
No distractions, no effort.

TELMA®
ELECTROMAGNETIC RETARDER
The Telma® LVRS600 electromagnetic re
tarder delivers a braking torque of 350 Nm,
with full compatibility with the ESP system.
Available also on the Daily HI-MATIC family,
it provides up to 80% of vehicle braking needs.

ALLOY WHEEL
Alloy wheels, the perfect combination of
function and style, are so light that they
increase the useful load by 10 kg.
Only available for single wheel versions.

ECOSWITCH PRO
The intelligent EcoSwitch PRO system knows
when to step in without intervention from
the driver, reducing fuel consumption and
further lowering the emissions generated
by your Daily.

SUSPENDED SEATS
The suspended seats, also available heated,
offer extra comfor t for the driver and
passengers.

PREMIUM HEADREST
Drive in safety and comfort with the new
premium textile foam headrest.

PASSENGER BENCH
WITH EXTRACTABLE TABLE
Use your laptop and do your paperwork on
the practical extractable table.

CARGO COMPARTMENT LED LIGHTS
The three new cargo compartment LED
lights, positioned on the right and left sides
and above the rear doors provide better
illumination and reduce energy consumption.

HONEYCOMB LOAD SPACE TRIM
AND FLOOR
The side panels and floor with an internal
honeycomb structure are extremely resistant
to humidity, chemical agents and scratches,
providing the best possible protection for
the vehicle.

WOODEN FLOOR TRIM
The wooden floor is custom-designed for the
Daily, and provides excellent protection, even
where the load is concentrated on the edges.
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LINE UP

COLOURS
PICK YOUR DAILY’S PAINT

CHOOSE THE RIGHT DAILY TO SATISFY YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
The Daily van offers the widest model range in the industry, with as many as 8000 factory versions to choose from.
They combine the different wheelbases, power ratings, volumes, internal heights of the load compartment and load capacities
to match a broad spectrum of missions.
CARGO VOLUMES
The wide offering of wheel bases, roof heights and rear overhangs results in a vast range of cargo volumes. In fact, the Daily is the only
van offering cargo volumes from 7.3 m3 right up to the unique 19.6 m3.

G
B

C

D

WHEELBASE
(mm)

VEHICLE
LENGTH
(mm)

LOAD
COMPARTMENT
LENGTH (mm)

LOAD
COMPARTMENT
WIDTH (mm)

3000

5080

2610

1800

7.3 m3

5600

3130

1800

9 m3

6000

3540

7170

4680

7540

5125

A

3520

4100

H3 (2100 mm)

10.8 m3

MIN.

MAX.

3.3

3.5

3.3

5.2

12 m

13.4 m

3.3

5.2

1800

16 m3

18 m3

3.5

7

1800

17.5 m

3.5

7

3

3

52481 - BOREAL BLUE

52490 - INSTINCT BLUE

52434 - ECO GREEN

50124 - METALLIC RED

52205 - BRILLIANT GREY

50116 - PLATINUM GREY

50127 - ULM GREY

52358 - STONE GREY

52360 - ALL BLACK

50051 - LIGHT BLUE

50120 - PEGASO BLUE

52507 - ICE WHITE

50105 - POLAR WHITE

52170 - SUN YELLOW

52028 - ADVENTURE ORANGE

50126 - MARANELLO RED

50162 - PROFESSIONAL GREY

52062 - BACK TO BLACK

GROSS VEHICLE
WEIGHT (tons)

1800

H1 (mm) H2 (mm) H3 (mm)
1440

HEIGHT
WIDTH

H2 (1900 mm)

METALLIC PAINTS

19.6 m

3

SOLID PAINTS

REAR DOORS

SLIDING SIDE DOOR DIMENSIONS (mm)

F

HEIGHT / LOAD VOLUME

3

SIDE DOOR
E

H1 (1545 mm)

You can choose from hundreds of solid and metallic paints to match your company livery, the other vehicles in your fleet or simply
your personal taste. The paints shown here are just few of the many colours available for you to personalise your Daily.

1800

USABLE DOOR
APERTURE HEIGHT

wheelbase 3000

1100

HEIGHT

wheelbase 3520 / 4100L

1200

WIDTH

H

I

J

H1 (mm)

H2 (mm)

H3 (mm)

1450

1800

2000

1530

E

G
F
D

H

I

J

C
A
B

Choose the rear door dimensions to match your mission.
You can have as much as 2 metres maximum usable aper ture height to load your Daily.
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SERVICE SOLUTIONS
IVECO ON IS THE NEW WORLD OF INTEGRATED SERVICES
AND TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

When selecting IVECO you have made a quality choice: you can count on a complete aftermarket suppor t.
Find out more about our Maintenance & Repair contracts, our Network and the roadside assistance.

IVECO is “ON” your side, delivering real benefits for your business with the advantages of the service offer you chose.
SAVE MONEY, IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE and SIMPLIFY YOUR WORK with the connectivity solution that is the
best match to your requirements.
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE COMMERCIAL PACKAGES YOU CAN CHOSE YOUR SERVICES FROM.

SMART PACK

ELEMENTS: CUSTOMISED SERVICE PACKAGES
With the aim of offering you the best of everything, IVECO has created ELEMENTS:
a wide range of tailored service packages, designed to keep your vehicle on the road with minimal
interruptions for maintenance and repairs.
TAILOR-MADE SERVICE
ELEMENTS is a specialised high-quality service that aims toensure a long life for every vehicle in all sectors. Combine
the “Elements” that best fit your needs in order to createyour own tailor-made service package!
Choose your Planned Maintenance Contract and Extended Guarantee, by combining the major Elements that make up the offer
(Maintenance, Drive Line, Extra Drive Line, Wear) that perfectly suits your business.

The SMART PACK, always included in all IVECO WAY RANGE vehicles, offers the benefi ts of IVECO ON CARE and IVECO ON
UPTIME provided with the following services:
SMART REPORT: The Driving Style Evaluation (DSE) algorithm generates weekly reports on the vehicle’s and driver’s performance
with tips on how you can improve the driving style for fuel and vehicle optimisation.
SAFE DRIVING REPORT: Together with the Smart Report and thanks to the Driving Style Evaluation, you will now receive this
new report that will allow you to measure your safety on board.
IVECO ON CUSTOMER PORTAL AND APP: They enable you to monitor your vehicle’s fuel consumption and your driver’s
driving style in a dynamic way, so you can identify how to optimise your fleet’s performance.
You can also plan and book service appointments efficiently to maximise uptime.

MAINTENANCE

- Maintenance
- Lubrification
- Oil and fluid
changes according
to the maintenance
and repair handbook

EXTRA
DRIVE LINE

DRIVE LINE
-

Engine
Fuel injection
Gearbox
Propeller shaft
and axle repairs

WEAR

- Components not
already covered by
the drive line element
e.g. Electrical System

-

Clutch
Brake pads
Brake discs
Brake drums
Brake linings for
drum brakes

VEHICLE MONITORING AND REMOTE ASSISTANCE: The remote diagnostics tool, the teleservices and the over-the-air
software updates will grant you a proactive approach and maximised vehicle’s uptime, anticipating possible faults and downtime.
THE TABLE BELOW SUMMARISES ALL THE POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS:

PLANNED MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS
MAINTENANCE

PREMIUM PACK

DRIVE LINE

EXTRA
DRIVE LINE

EXTENDED WARRANTY
WEAR

DRIVE LINE

EXTRA
DRIVE LINE

The PREMIUM PACK offers all the services included in the SMART PACK, plus the full benefi ts of IVECO ON CARE, UPTIME,
FLEET and M&R. It guarantees a follow up on the vehicle information received by putting you in contact with IVECO experts who
will advise you on the best way to use it.
You can choose the modular options you wish to add to your package:
FLEET MANAGEMENT: It helps you monitoring your vehicles’ fuel consumption and drivers, as well as planning their day-to-day
activity, optimising routes and dispatching orders. Increase fleet administration capabilities through insights on driver’s workdays and
geolocation.
IVECO WEB API: The Application Program Interface allows flexible data integration in the customer’s own systems
and facilitates the management of IVECO-generated data together with that of other brands’ vehicles in a single tool.
PAY PER USE:: IVECO telematics technology allows you to optimise your costs. You pay the M&R contract at the subscription and,
according to your actual mission and kilometers covered, you will only pay for the services you use and receive a refund for those
that you did not. So you only pay for real time usage.
Try the M&R PAY PER USE SERVICE, thanks to the CONNECTIVITY box you will pay only for the real vehicle usage!

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER TO CHOOSE THE PERFECT CONTRACT TAILORED TO YOUR BUSINESS.
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ENHANCE YOUR DAILY EXPERIENCE
Accessories help you personalise your workplace and feel at ease in every situation. Enhance your Daily’s technology, comfort, safety,
and efficiency with IVECO’s full range of specifically designed accessories.
1 - New Android-based Multimedia System

4 - Deflectors

2 - Qi Smarthphone Cradle

5 - Wi-Fi Rear camera

3 - Anti-theft System

IVECO GENUINE PARTS will keep your Daily running reliably during its long
years at your service - and cost efficiently. The wide offering ranges from new and
remanufactured parts to servicing kits and telematics solutions. IVECO operates a
network of 7 Parts depots and uses advanced technologies to guarantee 24/7
deliveries across Europe.

6 - New PushBar

IVECO ASSISTANCE NON-STOP is just a phone call away 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week to keep your Daily and your business running.

7 - Luggage Ruck & Load space trim

A TECHNOLOGY BOOST
Accessorize your mobile workstation with the most up-to-date
technology. The new Android-based Multimedia System comes
with an integrated GPS Navigation system and DAB+ radio
integrated, rear camera and steering wheel controls as options
to provide a complete multimedia navigation and reversing
safety solution. The smartphone cradle perfectly fits the Daily
dashboard and with the Qi technology you can recharge your
smartphone wirelessly. (1 / 2)
MAXIMIZE YOUR EFFICIENCY
Choose from a great range of accessories to improve your
vehicle’s efficiency and profitability. The deflectors, designed for
the Daily side windows, contribute to reducing aerodynamic
resistance and turbulence without affecting visibility.
The Anti-theft System ensures a quick refueling time and
protects your fuel. (3 / 4)

IVECO NON-STOP is the original IVECO smartphone application that you can
use to communicate with IVECO if your vehicle breaks down. Just insert your
vehicle information (VIN and registration plate) and with a simple push of a
button you can send a request for assistance to the IVECO Customer Center. We
will take care of your request immediately, activate the nearest workshop and
follow up on the vehicle’s repair. Through the app you can receive updates on the
progress of your vehicle’s assistance.

8 - Seat covers & Mats

DRIVE SAFELY
Tailor-made accessories will improve your safety while driving:
the new pushbar, which has European cer tification, ensures
safety at the front of the vehicle and increases active and passive
protection of vehicle and pedestrian. The Wi-Fi Rear camera
gives you visibility on the area behind the vehicle. With the
dedicated App, you will have everything under control on your
smar tphone. (5 / 6)
FIT FOR YOUR MISSION
Give your Daily load space the best protection with custom
designed trim and flooring resistant to scratches, humidity
and chemical agents. Choose from a wide range of luggage
racks made of lightweight corrosion-proof aluminum that
are easy to install. Add to the rack a tube holder, beacon holder
and floor platform for the best versatility. Complete your vehicle
dressing up by choosing the most suitable mats and seat covers
for your activity. (7 / 8)

IVECO FAN SHOP
You can choose from a range of IVECO work and leisure clothes, stationery and gadgets
at your dealership or at the IVECO online store www.ivecofanshop.com.

IVECO CAPITAL is the financial services brand of IVECO and offers a full range
of financing, leasing, rental and ancillary services for commercial vehicles - extended
warranty, maintenance and repair services, and various types of insurance can be
included in the pack.
All financial packs can be tailored to the customers’ needs and apply to all types of
vehicles - new or used, and conversions.
IVECO CAPITAL provides customers with professional advice to select the financial
product that is the best match for their business financial and fiscal requirements.
For more information, please contact your IVECO dealer.

You can also find the complete accessories
line offering in the Accessories Catalogue and
in the on-line catalogue using the following link:
http://application.cnh-parts-service.eu/iveco.php
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Discover the full accessories
offering with the free app
“IVECO Accessories”.

Download it for free from the App Store
to get exclusive access to extra images,
information and video content.

IVECO is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a global leader in the capital goods sector that, through its various businesses, designs, produces and sells
agricultural and construction equipment, trucks, commercial vehicles, buses and specialty vehicles, in addition to a broad portfolio of powertrain applications.
It also distributes high performance genuine parts for all CNH Industrial Commercial Brands.
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THE INFORMATION AND IMAGES IN THIS CATALOGUE ARE PROVIDED AS A GUIDELINE ONLY. IVECO RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES FOR ANY COMMERCIAL OR CONSTRUCTION REASONS AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.
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